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GENSLER

hrough the centuries, architects and
designers have faced a challenge to implement
precious, costly materials and methods to

BALTIMORE
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fashion a higher sense of worth in the spaces
they touch. Today, quite the opposite is the
challenge. Integrity of the spaces we cre-

“Your own two hands”

s
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how it happened:
four

ate begins with process; A process which

NEOCON east Installation

This installation allowed us as designers the
opportunity to go beyond our daily routine
and express the extraordinary in the ordinary
and the responsibilities that we must embrace
and strive to live up to.

s

mile

promotes beauty, environmental responsibility,
and learning.

Approached by Merchandise Mart to install an exhibit
at Neocon East in the main lobby of the Baltimore
Convention Center, Gensler Baltimore used locally
obtained materials to create an installation that focuses
on the changing responsibilities and opportunities of
today’s designers.
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As architects and designers, our foremost

strength is formulating a story through
the spaces we impact. As desires and needs

BaltimoreMD

a commonly wasted material with an
unexpected structural integrity.
The search for a new, responsible, aesthetic
opportunity is in

(y)our own two hands.
Which is yours?

Vangel

Paper

parameters chosen:
the material selection was an area
of great importance, it was vital that
the media be found in the immediate
surrounding area, stressing the fact that
there is a vast selection of opportunities
just outside your back door, waiting to
be discovered.

more photos

video

+ more photos

the

One’s innovative perspective and energy
toward the green movement phenomenon
may be fueled by any inspiration. This is
ours; A pause in the transitional life of paper,
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of society alter with time, we are encouraged to reflect upon depleting materials and
resources. Our story becomes this reflection,
through the process of design.

The installation was met with great excitement
and intrigue. Individuals engaged the space
and expressed many of the ideas that were
portrayed in the bales. A fresh new perpective
on sustainability was conveyed, and minds were
opened on boundless new possibilities.

going through the compiled list of local collection/
recycling plants and salvage yards, we narrowed
our search to a local paper collection plant (Vangel
Paper), which accumulates and bundles locally
obtained paper waste that is then sent on to
recycling plants. The find opened up the creativitiy
of the design group to emphasize the physical
characteristics and beauty of the bales through
the spatial layout and utilize the inherit properties
of this media, paused in its transitional state.
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